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steerable propulsion units hydrodynamic issues and design consequences by tom van terwisga frans quadvlieg and henk valkhof marin wageningen the netherlands paper written on the occasion of the 80th anniversary of schottel gmbh amp co presented on 11 august 2001 introduction, 2 azimuth stern drive asd tug these tugs are fitted with two thrusters at the aft of the ship the thrusters can each independently rotate at an angle of 360 so the thrusters can give thrust in every direction azimuth thrusters can be fitted with fixed pitch propellers or controllable pitch propellers cpp, this paper evaluates an asd tugs main control parameters in terms of the propeller thrust a direction thereof the thruster angle and the hull drift angle for given escort speed and required push force such a relation is sometimes referred to as the tug performance diagram, the 4 new tugs we got at faslane where 2 Damen stan tugs 2608 they where twin screw bow thrust can t remember the bollard pull where called sd mars and sd jupiter the other 2 where 2909 atd to replace nimble and dexterous azimuth pods with a 38t bollard pull nice tugs but very noisy accommodation, concept and operation mode of the advanced electronic control system of the azimuth propellers in tugs Santiago iglesias baniela 1 Pablo lpez varela 2 Enrique meln rodriguez 3 abstract the remote control of azimuth propellers in tugs from the bridge speed thrust, book summary the title of this book is asd tugs learning to drive a z drive and it was written by captain jeffery slesinger this particular edition is in a paperback format this books publish date is feb 01 2011 and it has a suggested retail price of 45 00 it was published by schiffer publishing ltd and has a total of 176 pages in the book, the all new asd tug generation is here Damen asd tug 3212 3 Damen asd tugs Damen azimuth stern drive tugs are extremely manoeuvrable designed for operating in waves without losing stability they are ideal for towing pushing push pulling escorting berthing firefighting salvage and, azimuth thrusters are used when enhanced maneuverability is required in applications such as dynamic positioning ship escort and ship docking services azimuth thrusters are available in z drive configuration with direct diesel engine drive or in l drive configuration for electric or hydraulic drive from overhead, Damen atd tug 2412 twin fin concept synopsis since 1927 Damen has had a reputation for building compact tugs and workboats compact asd and atd tugs have high side thrust for operations such as push pull and for operations at the ships side these tugs have almost equal power azimuth angle and drift when sailing straight ahead and, an azimuth thruster is a configuration of marine propellers placed in pods that can be rotated to any horizontal angle making a rudder unnecessary these give ships better maneuverability than a fixed propeller and rudder system, there have been a number of accidents with azimuth stern drive tugs some involved a lack of awareness of the interaction forces surrounding the bows of different types of vessel some related to the limits imposed by the design of the tug and some related to issues of familiarity with engine and steering controls seamanship weather conditions or speed, available 24 7 imc provides its customers with unrivaled brokerage services for towage vessel chartering and sale amp purchase, 9780870336171 slesinger tugs amp towing asd tugs thrust and azimuth cmp293 softcover 2011 asd tugs thrust and azimuth the book covers the basic elements of maneuvering an asd tug through steering speed turning stopping, asd tugs truly sets a completely new standard the reason for this excellent maneuverability is the propulsion units are individually steerable turning and pointing the entire thrust in the desired direction this results in much higher efficiency and far greater response to helmsmans commands, asd tugs learning to drive a z drive captain jeffery slesinger on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers an azimuth stern drive asd tug boat is a high performance vessel that is responsive quick to maneuver, schiffer publishing asd tugs learning to drive a z drive an azimuth stern drive asd tug boat is a high performance vessel that is responsive quick to maneuver and extremely powerful this workbook is designed to facilitate learning through both intellectual and hands on presentations it teaches a clear understanding of asd tug maneuvering principles and assists the reader in acquiring the, tractor tugs and azimuth stern drive tugs asd tugs continue to gain popularity worldwide
thrustmaster drives can be found on tugboats operating in ports around the world and in the united states, they were adding more and more layers of jeff s most recent book and tugs thrust and responsibilities especially to captains azimuth learning to drive a z drive focuses specifically so the difference between now and 30 years ago nowa on this modern type of tug, guidelines for safe harbour towage operations 1st edition february 2015 page 8 of 46 fig 4 conventional tug twin screw in fixed nozzles and steerable rudders azimuth stern drive asd tugs are fitted with two 2 thrusters at the stern the, asd azimuth stern drive tugs are currently one of the most popular tug types on the market with two azimuth thrusters at the stern of the tug and a box keel from the bow to approximately amidships they proved a very maneuvrable and powerful tool whilst operating on a relatively shallow draft, abebooks com asd tugs learning to drive a z drive 9780870336171 by captain jeffery slesinger and a great selection of similar new and collectible books available now at great prices, azimuth stern drive tug 2813 executive summary asd tug 2813 damen solutions safety reliability efficiency availability of thrust large beam and large freeboard high stability and dry working decks to predict the escort capabilities of asd tugs Damen research, due to copyright issue you must read and tugs thrust and azimuth learning to drive a z drive online using button below 1, a tugboat also called a towboat or simply a tug is a type of vessel that maneuvers other vessels by pushing or pulling them either by direct contact or by means of a tow line tugs typically move vessels that either are restricted in their ability to maneuver on their own such as ships in a crowded harbor or a narrow canal or those that cannot move by themselves such as barges disabled, azimuth thrusters rolls royce is a global leader in the supply of azimuth thrusters in an azimuth thruster the propeller rotates 360 around the vertical axis so the unit provides propulsion steering and positioning thrust for superior maneuvrability designs have been developed for propulsion and dynamic, asd tugs thrust and azimuth learning to drive a 9780870336171 asd tugs learning to drive a z drive on z drives with jeff slesinger and tugs learning to drive a z drive asd tugs by captain jeff slesinger asd tugs learning to drive a z drive by captain jeffery slesinger pdf, asd tugs learning to drive a z drive paperback by captain jeff slesinger and a great selection of related books art and collectibles available now at abebooks com, one or more is the reserve eligible asd tugs thrust and azimuth learning to drive a z drive by jeffery slesinger this book gives the reader new knowledge and experience this online book is made in simple word it makes the reader is easy to know the meaning of the content of this book there are so many people have been read this book, asd tugs thrust and azimuth learning to drive a z asd tugs thrust and azimuth learning to drive a z drive captain jeff slesinger cornell maritime press 2010 isbn 978 0 87033 617 1 pdf money amp montana pdf first aid afloat instructional guide for handling emergencies the, tugs sometimes for example in rotterdam tractor tugs will be used to assist vessels for reasons of safety and efficiency conventional tugs are hardly used anymore to assist a big vessel in the future new build tugboats will be fitted with either a voith schneider propulsion system or a propulsion system using azimuth thrusters, in association with soho china for enquires email dundee singnet com sg, schiffer publishing asd tugs thrust and azimuth learning to drive a z drive an azimuthing stern drive asd tug or towboat is a high performance vessel that is responsive quick to maneuver and extremely powerful in the hands of a skilled operator maneuvering these vessels looks effortless and seamlessly spinning around nimbly shifting position having pinpoint control all, azimuth stern drive tugs i rimorchiatore aziutali meglio identificati con il termine asd azimuth stern drive sono dotati di due propulsori poppieri in grado di generare una forza propulsiva omnidirezionale a 360, asd tugs thrust and azimuth learning to drive a z drive driving school for every tugboat fan published by cornell maritime press 176 pages isbn 978 0 87033 617 1 prize ca 32 bow tug operations this monograph explains the underlying reasons for a number of serious accidents which have occurred when using asd tugs content definition, title asd tugs thrust and azimuth learning to drive a z drive eboo by jamee sherwood author jamey sherwood subject grab asd tugs thrust and azimuth learning to drive a z drive ebook amp epub livre telecharger with size 19 55mb asd tugs thrust and azimuth learning to drive a z drive ebook amp epub livre telecharger should be available in currently and written by jamey sherwood, atsb transport safety investigation report marine occurrence investigation no 224 final the assistance of three harbour tugs as the ship was approaching the berth the pilot ordered all three tugs to stop pushing and to was in the process of shutting down and that the loss of thrust from the starboard, the inclusion of several new tug designs as well as terminal tugs environmentally friendly tugs japanese style tugs and tugs that operate in icy conditions tug assistance in ports and ice covered fairways is further addressed as is tug assistance in locks bow to bow operations are discussed in more detail, asd tugboat fleet asd tugboat azimuth stern drives azimuthing drives uses conventional propellers that can be rotated a full 360 degrees to provide thrust in any direction without a rudder such a configuration is commonly known as z drive, tug and workboat design guide of which changes their angle of attack as the disc rotates thereby generating thrust in the desired direction z drive a drive system using a screw propeller driven through two right angle gears and which can be rotated through 360 degrees asd tugs are fitted with two right angle gears and which can be rotated through 360 degrees z drive units in the stern of an asd tug vsp units on a rave tug, transas in conjunction with seaways ltd have developed the advanced asd tug simulator capable of training a range of functions from basic tug handling manoeuvres for trainees right up to advanced, asd tugs thrust and azimuth learning to drive a z drive captain jeff slesinger cornell maritime press 2010 isbn 978 0 87033 617 1 getting a grip on the asd concept is not an achievement gained by text alone a great deal of time is also required with your hands on the controls, and control of asd tug in escort push operations this paper evaluates an asd tugs main control parameters in terms of the propeller thrust a direction there of the thruster angle and the hull drift angle for given escort speed and required push force asd tugs are specially capable of executing the tow assistance with high speed, azimuth stern drive tugs azimuth more commonly known as asd azimuth stern drive equipped with two stern engines capable of generating a 360 all directional propulsion force advantages, top quality amp highly equipped asd anchor handling tug for hire in west africa this modern high specification amp powerful asd tugs benefits from high bollard pull firefighting capability fifi 1 oil recovery amp large towing winches amp is operated by one of europes leading towage providers main features asd
propulsion bow thrust resulting, one or more is the reserve eligible asd tugs thrust and azimuth learning to drive a z drive by jeffery slesinger this book gives the reader new knowledge and experience this online book is made in simple word it makes the reader is easy to know the meaning of the content of this book there are so many people have been read this book

**Steerable Propulsion Units Hydrodynamic issues and Design**
April 8th, 2019 - Steerable Propulsion Units Hydrodynamic issues and Design Consequences by Tom van Terwisga Frans Quadvlieg and Henk Valkhof MARIN Wageningen The Netherlands Paper written on the occasion of the 80th anniversary of Schottel GmbH amp Co Presented on 11 August 2001 Introduction

**What are the Types of Tugs and Use Nautical Class**
April 17th, 2019 - 2 Azimuth stern drive ASD tug These tugs are fitted with two thrusters at the aft of the ship The thrusters can each independently rotate at an angle of 360° So the thrusters can give thrust in every direction Azimuth thrusters can be fitted with fixed pitch propellers or controllable pitch propellers CPP

**Repository Scientific Journals of the Maritime**
April 12th, 2019 - This paper evaluates an ASD tug’s main control parameters in terms of the propeller thrust a direction thereof the thruster angle and the hull drift angle for given escort speed and required push force Such a relation is sometimes referred to as the tug performance diagram

**New SD Tugs types propulsion etc Ships Nostalgia**
April 2nd, 2019 - The 4 new tugs we got at Faslane where 2 Damen Stan Tugs 2608 they where twin screw bow thrust cant remember the bollard pull where called Sd Mars and Sd Jupiter The other two where 2909 ATD to replace Nimble and Dexterous azimuth pods with a 38t bollard pull nice tugs but very noisy accommodation

**CONCEPT AND OPERATION MODE OF THE ADVANCED ELECTRONIC**
April 15th, 2019 - CONCEPT AND OPERATION MODE OF THE ADVANCED ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEM OF THE AZIMUTH PROPELLERS IN TUGS Santiago Iglesias Baniela 1 Pablo López Varela 2 Enrique Melón Rodríguez 3 ABSTRACT “The remote control of azimuth propellers in tugs from the bridge speed thrust

**ASD Tugs Learning to Drive a Z drive by Captain Jeffery**
April 16th, 2019 - Book Summary The title of this book is ASD Tugs Learning to Drive a Z drive and it was written by Captain Jeffery Slesinger This particular edition is in a Paperback format This books publish date is Feb 01 2011 and it has a suggested retail price of 45 00 It was published by Schiffer Publishing Ltd and has a total of 176 pages in the book

**THE ALL NEW ASD TUG GENERATION IS HERE Damen Group**
April 9th, 2019 - THE ALL NEW ASD TUG GENERATION IS HERE Damen asD TUG 3212 3 Damen asD TUGs Damen Azimuth Stern Drive Tugs are extremely manoeuvrable designed for operating in waves without losing stability They are ideal for towing pushing push pull escorting berthing firefighting salvage and

**Azimuth Thrusters 75 to 10 750 HP Thrustmaster of Texas**
April 17th, 2019 - Azimuth thrusters are used when enhanced maneuverability is required in applications such as dynamic positioning ship escort and ship docking services Azimuth thrusters are available in Z drive configuration with direct diesel engine drive or in L drive configuration for electric or hydraulic drive from overhead

**Damen ATD Tug 2412 Twin Fin Concept Advocate of the**
April 16th, 2019 - Damen ATD Tug 2412 Twin Fin Concept SYNOPSIS Since 1927 Damen has had a reputation for building compact tugs and workboats Compact ASD and ATD Tugs have high side thrust For operations such as push pull and for operations at the ship’s side these tugs have almost equal power azimuth angle and drift when sailing straight ahead and

**Azimuth thruster Wikipedia**
April 16th, 2019 - An azimuth thruster is a configuration of marine propellers placed in pods that can be rotated to any horizontal angle making a rudder unnecessary These give ships better maneuverability than a fixed propeller and rudder system
Guidelines for captains of Azimuth stern drive tugs Port
April 13th, 2019 - There have been a number of accidents with azimuth stern drive tugs Some involved a lack of awareness of the interaction forces surrounding the bows of different types of vessel some related to the limits imposed by the design of the tug and some related to issues of familiarity with engine and steering controls seamanship weather conditions or speed

Home International Marine Consultancy bvba
April 18th, 2019 - Available 24 7 IMC provides its customers with unrivaled brokerage services for Towage Vessel Chartering and Sale amp Purchase

ASD Tugs Thrust and Azimuth CMP293 by Slesinger Capt
April 11th, 2019 - 9780870336171 Slesinger Tugs amp Towing ASD Tugs Thrust and Azimuth CMP293 softcover 2011 ASD Tugs Thrust and Azimuth 9780870336171 Slesinger Tugs amp Towing ASD Tugs Thrust and Azimuth CMP293 softcover 2011 ASD Tugs Thrust and Azimuth The book covers the basic elements of maneuvering an ASD tug through steering speed turning stopping

18 Meter 1 300 HP ASD Work Tug
April 18th, 2019 - ASD Tugs truly sets a completely new standard The reason for this excellent maneuverability is • The propulsion units are individually steerable turning and pointing the entire thrust in the desired direction This results in much higher efficiency and far greater response to helmsman’s commands

ASD Tugs Learning to Drive a Z drive Captain Jeffery
April 10th, 2019 - ASD Tugs Learning to Drive a Z drive Captain Jeffery Slesinger on Amazon com FREE shipping on qualifying offers An Azimuth Stern Drive ASD tug boat is a high performance vessel that is responsive quick to maneuver

ASD Tugs Learning to Drive a Z drive 45 00 Schiffer
April 13th, 2019 - Schiffer Publishing ASD Tugs Learning to Drive a Z drive An Azimuth Stern Drive ASD tug boat is a high performance vessel that is responsive quick to maneuver and extremely powerful This workbook is designed to facilitate learning through both intellectual and hands on presentations It teaches a clear understanding of ASD tug maneuvering principles and assists the reader in acquiring the

Tugs Thrustmaster
April 9th, 2019 - Tractor tugs and Azimuth Stern Drive tugs ASD tugs continue to gain popularity worldwide Thrustmaster drives can be found on tugboats operating in ports around the world and in the United States

Z Drive Training MarineNews May 2011 SlideShare
April 8th, 2019 - They were adding more and more layers of Jeff ‘s most recent book ASD Tugs Thrust andresponsibilities especially to captains ” Azimuth Learning to Drive a Z drive focuses specifically “So the difference between now and 30 years ago nowa on this modern type of tug

GUIDELINES FOR SAFE HARBOUR TOWAGE OPERATIONS
April 14th, 2019 - Guidelines For Safe Harbour Towage Operations 1st Edition February 2015 Page 8 of 46 Fig 4 Conventional tug Twin screw in fixed nozzles and steerable rudders Azimuth Stern Drive ASD tugs are fitted with two 2 thrusters at the stern The

Vessel Types Archives ACL Shipbrokers
April 8th, 2019 - ASD Azimuth Stern Drive tugs are currently one of the most popular tug types on the market With two azimuth thrusters at the stern of the tug and a box keel from the bow to approximately amidships they proved a very manoeuvrable and powerful tool whilst operating on a relatively shallow draft

9780870336171 ASD Tugs Learning to Drive a Z drive
AZIMUTH STERN DRIVE TUG 2813 products damen.com

AZIMUTH STERN DRIVE TUG 2813 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY ASD TUG 2813 DAMEN SOLUTIONS SAFETY RELIABILITY EFFICIENCY availability of thrust Large beam and large freeboard High stability and dry working decks To predict the escort capabilities of ASD tugs Damen Research

Asd Tugs Thrust And Azimuth Learning To Drive A Z Drive

March 31st, 2019 - Due to copyright issue you must read Asd Tugs Thrust And Azimuth Learning To Drive A Z Drive online You can read Asd Tugs Thrust And Azimuth Learning To Drive A Z Drive online using button below

Tugboat Wikipedia

April 18th, 2019 - A tugboat also called a towboat or simply a tug is a type of vessel that maneuvers other vessels by pushing or pulling them either by direct contact or by means of a tow line Tugs typically move vessels that either are restricted in their ability to maneuver on their own such as ships in a crowded harbor or a narrow canal or those that cannot move by themselves such as barges disabled

Azimuth thrusters Rolls Royce

April 10th, 2019 - Azimuth thrusters Rolls Royce is a global leader in the supply of azimuth thrusters In an azimuth thruster the propeller rotates 360° around the vertical axis so the unit provides propulsion steering and positioning thrust for superior manoeuvrability Designs have been developed for propulsion and dynamic

employees and influence their decisions hors d oeuvre

April 9th, 2019 - Asd tugs thrust and azimuth learning to drive a 9780870336171 asd tugs learning to drive a z training on z drives with jeff slesinger asd tugs learning to drive a z drive asd tugs by captain jeff slesinger ASD Tugs Learning to Drive a Z drive by Captain Jeffery Slesinger pdf

0870336177 Asd Tugs Learning to Drive a Z drive by

March 30th, 2019 - ASD Tugs Learning to Drive a Z drive Paperback by Captain Jeff Slesinger and a great selection of related books art and collectibles available now at AbeBooks.com

fpmoviez.blogspot.com Viez Books

April 14th, 2019 - One or more is the reserve eligible ASD Tugs Thrust and Azimuth Learning to Drive a Z drive By Jeffery Slesinger This book gives the reader new knowledge and experience This online book is made in simple word It makes the reader is easy to know the meaning of the content of this book There are so many people have been read this book

ASD Tugs Learning To Drive A Z drive By Captain Jeffery

April 15th, 2015 - Asd tugs thrust and azimuth learning to drive a z ASD TUGS THRUST AND AZIMUTH LEARNING TO DRIVE A Z DRIVE Captain Jeff Slesinger Cornell Maritime Press 2010 ISBN 978 0 87033 617 1 PDF Money amp Montana pdf First aid afloat instructional guide for handling emergencies the

ZOptimization of tug operations Maritime Symposium Rotterdam

April 16th, 2019 - tugs Sometimes for example in Rotterdam tractor tugs will be used to assist vessels For reasons of safety and efficiency conventional tugs are hardly used anymore to assist a big vessel In the future new build tugboats will be fitted with either a Voith Schneider propulsion system or a propulsion system using azimuth thrusters

32m Azimuth Drive Harbour Tug

April 13th, 2019 - In association with SOHO China For enquires email dundee singnet com sg
ASD Tugs Thrust and Azimuth Learning to Drive A Z drive
April 6th, 2019 - Schiffer Publishing ASD Tugs Thrust and Azimuth Learning to Drive A Z drive An Azimuthing Stern Drive ASD tug or towboat is a high performance vessel that is responsive quick to maneuver and extremely powerful In the hands of a skilled operator maneuvering these vessels looks effortless and seamless—smoothly spinning around nimblly shifting position having pinpoint control all

Azimuth stern drive tugs gruppogesmar it
April 10th, 2019 - Azimuth stern drive tugs I rimorchiatori azimutiali meglio identificati con il termine ASD Azimuth Stern Drive sono dotati di due propulsori poppieri in grado di generare una forza propulsiva omnidirezionale a 360°

Information
April 17th, 2019 - ASD Tugs Thrust and Azimuth Learning to drive a Z drive Driving school for every tugboat fan Published by Cornell Maritime Press 176 pages ISBN 978 0 87033 617 1 Prize ca 32€ BOW TUG OPERATIONS This monograph explains the underlying reasons for a number of serious accidents which have occurred when using ASD tugs Content Definition

Asd Tugs Thrust And Azimuth Learning To Drive A Z Drive
April 20th, 2019 - Title Asd Tugs Thrust And Azimuth Learning To Drive A Z Drive eboo By Jamee Sherwood Author Jamee Sherwood Subject grab Asd Tugs Thrust And Azimuth Learning To Drive A Z Drive ebook amp epub Livre Telecharger with size 19 55MB Asd Tugs Thrust And Azimuth Learning To Drive A Z Drive ebook amp epub Livre Telecharger should available in currently and written by Jamee Sherwood

ATSB TRANSPORT SAFETY INVESTIGATION REPORT
April 14th, 2019 - ATSB TRANSPORT SAFETY INVESTIGATION REPORT Marine Occurrence Investigation No 224 Final the assistance of three harbour tugs As the ship was approaching the berth the pilot ordered all three tugs to stop pushing and to was in the process of shutting down and that the loss of thrust from the starboard

Tug Use in Port A Practical Guide by Hensen Captain H
April 18th, 2019 - The inclusion of several new tug designs as well as terminal tugs environmentally friendly tugs Japanese style tugs and tugs that operate in icy conditions - Tug assistance in ports and ice covered fairways is further addressed as is tug assistance in locks Bow to bow operations are discussed in more detail

ASD Tugboat Ocean Team
April 8th, 2019 - ASD Tugboat Fleet ASD Tugboat Azimuth Stern Drives Azimuthing drives use conventional propellers that can be rotated a full 360 degrees to provide thrust in any direction without a rudder Such a configuration is commonly known as Z® drive

TUG AND WORKBOAT DESIGN GUIDE Robert Allan Ltd
April 9th, 2019 - Tug and workboat design guide of which changes their angle of attack as the disc rotates thereby generating thrust in the desired direction Z Drive — a drive system using a screw propeller driven through two right angle gears and which can be rotated through 360 degrees Z drive units in the stern of an ASD tug VSP units on a RAVE tug

Transas ASD Tug simulator
April 3rd, 2019 - Transas in conjunction with SeaWays Ltd have developed the advanced ASD tug simulator capable of training a range of functions from basic tug handling manoeuvres for trainees right up to advanced

ASD TUGS THRUST AND AZIMUTH LEARNING TO DRIVE A Z DRIVE
April 14th, 2019 - ASD TUGS THRUST AND AZIMUTH LEARNING TO DRIVE A Z DRIVE Captain Jeff Slesinger Cornell Maritime Press 2010 ISBN 978 0 87033 617 1 Getting a grip on the ASD concept is not an achievement gained by text alone a great deal of time is also required with your hands on the controls
Simplified steady state analytical model for manoeuvring
December 12th, 2015 - and control of ASD tug in escort push operations This paper evaluates an ASD tug’s main control parameters in terms of the propeller thrust a direction there of the thruster angle and the hull drift angle for given escort speed and required push force ASD tugs are specially capable of executing the tow assistance with high speed

Azimuth stern drive tugs Gesmar Group
April 15th, 2019 - Azimuth stern drive tugs AZIMUTH more commonly known as ASD Azimuth Stern Drive equipped with two stern engines capable of generating a 360° all directional propulsion force Advantages

ASD Anchor Handling Tug for hire in West Africa Harmony
April 18th, 2019 - Top quality amp highly equipped ASD Anchor Handling Tug for hire in West Africa This modern high specification amp powerful ASD tugs benefits from high bollard pull firefighting capability fifi 1 oil recovery amp large towing winches amp is operated by one of Europe’s leading towage providers Main Features ASD propulsion bow thrust resulting ...

ASD Tugs Thrust and Azimuth Learning to Drive a Z drive PDF
April 13th, 2019 - One or more is the reserve eligible ASD Tugs Thrust and Azimuth Learning to Drive a Z drive By Jeffery Slesinger This book gives the reader new knowledge and experience This online book is made in simple word It makes the reader is easy to know the meaning of the content of this book There are so many people have been read this book